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Issue 1 - The Community Vision for the City of McCall

Our Character   ◊   Our Economy   ◊   Our Connections 

Our Streets   ◊   Our Pathways

A Vision In Motion
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WELCOME!
It is my great pleasure to introduce Vision In Motion. This is the first product of 

McCall In Motion, the McCall Area Comprehensive Plan Update and Transportation 

Master Plan. Focused on McCall’s main themes of character, economy, streets, 

and pathways, Vision In Motion will serve as a guide to the McCall In Motion process. 

The success of the visioning process was due to the diversity of both the types 

of community input and the community involvement. We asked locals, second 

home owners, and visitors to express their vision for the future of the McCall area.  

They identified their values and new opportunities as we move forward. When the 

Community and Economic Development and Public Works Departments started 

work on the Comprehensive Plan Update and Transportation Master Plan, the 

City was challenged to surpass previously achieved levels of public engagement 

through an inviting process. During the first six months of intensive outreach, we 

have directly engaged with more than 1,000 people and encountered hundreds 

of community ideas. By emphasizing playful engagement, we were able to 

foster increased levels of input and generate new ideas and suggestions. People 

participated in a variety of visioning activities, including:

• 16 community outreach opportunities (meetings, events, workshops, etc.) 

• Online surveys

• A chalkboard activity placed at 13 public and private locations, which 

allowed for individual comments

We are proud of the process, but more importantly, we are inspired by all of the 

people who have participated in McCall In Motion to date. McCall is an unparalleled 

community, thanks in no small part to those who have shared their hopes and 

aspirations in the past - and continue to do so for our future.

The evolution of the community’s vision will form the basis of the Comprehensive 

Plan Update and Transportation Master Plan. While the 2007 Comprehensive Plan 

vision statement was affirmed, we are excited to present many newly-emerged 

ideas. I urge you to participate in future McCall In Motion outreach efforts. This is 

your community!

Jackie Aymon

City of McCall Mayor
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INTRODUCTION

Vision In Motion, the community vision for the McCall 

Area (the City Limits and Impact Area) focuses on the 

creation and preservation of the area’s character, economy, 

connections, streets, and pathways. McCall’s community is 

remarkably passionate and desires to be involved in many 

aspects of creating a great place to work, live, and play.  

McCall offers world-class recreation, an unmatched quality 

of life, and small town mountain character and charm. The 

Vision Statement and Themes found within this document 

demonstrate these unique qualities, and reaffirm a desire 

to preserve McCall’s character with the onset of inevitable 

changes and future growth.

The McCall Area Comprehensive Plan Update and the 

Transportation Master Plan will ultimately be adopted 

by the McCall City Council and Valley County Board of 

Commissioners. The Vision Statement and Themes are 

designed to evolve with the planning process. The Vision will 

be revisited several times throughout the McCall In Motion 

process, and regularly after the adoption of the Plans. It will 

be a valuable tool to maintain and update over the 20-year 

planning horizon.

The Value of Visioning
Over the past decade, the City of McCall has proven 

successful at planning and implementation through 

visioning. Community visioning is the process of developing 

consensus about the type of future the community seeks, 

and then deciding what is necessary to achieve the vision. A 

vision statement captures community members’ values and 

provides a shared image of what they want their community 

to become. These vision statements inspire community 

members to work together to achieve the overall vision 

and common goals. Moreover, McCall can define the future 

course of development, which is the purpose of a community 

supported vision.

When asked, “What do you love about McCall?” the 

overarching community responses included a sense of pride, 

heritage, and place. People acknowledged this has resulted 

from being intentional and thoughtful about growth and 

development. 
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What is a Comprehensive Plan?

A Comprehensive Plan is the primary 

planning policy document for the 

community, City, and County. It will 

be a long-term, strategic plan with 

a guiding vision and strategies; and 

will shape decisions related to new 

development, redevelopment, city 

programs, projects, budgets, and 

services.  

Perhaps most importantly, the 

Comprehensive Plan is the community’s 

voice. It provides the goals and 

prioritized actions that ensure critical 

decisions will be aligned with what’s 

important to the community.

What is a Transportation 

Master Plan?

The Transportation Master Plan is 

the primary transportation policy 

document for the community and City. 

It will present a long-term strategy 

to guide the planning, development, 

and maintenance of a multi-modal 

transportation system in a manner that 

is consistent with projected needs, 

and aligned with the City’s growth and 

overall vision.

How to Read This Document 

A Vision In Motion is a written 

representation of the community’s 

ideas for McCall’s future. The following 

sections describe: 

Our Process - Explains the overall 

process and status to this point. 

Building Our Vision - Aspects of McCall 

that influence the community vision 

largely agreed upon by the public. 

These include McCall’s places and 

values.  

Our Vision - The community vision 

for McCall In Motion, including an 

overarching vision statement followed 

by five vision themes supported by a 

vision statement and corresponding 

principles. 

Moving Forward - A call to action to 

participate in the McCall In Motion 

process.

Why the McCall In Motion Theme? 

Knowing how closely linked land use and transportation 

are, McCall In Motion updates the Comprehensive Plan and 

Transportation Master Plan. This integrated approach 

maximizes efficiency and effectiveness, continuing the 

efforts to create a more fun, efficient, sustainable, and 

vibrant community.

Collectively, the process to develop these plans is called 

“McCall In Motion.” The McCall In Motion theme was developed 

to promote public involvement and increase community 

awareness. The project’s logo represents key assets that 

make McCall a great place to live, work, and play. Assets 

represented in the logo include scenic beauty, recreational 

opportunities, and natural landscape features. This brand 

is used in all materials related to the Comprehensive Plan 

Update and the Transportation Master Plan to create a 

consistent and recognizable look.

McCall In Motion logo
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OUR VISION
The first step in the McCall In Motion process was to develop a statement and 

corresponding vision themes that reflect the community’s shared vision for the 

future. The vision statement of the 2007 Comprehensive Plan was confirmed and 

will continue as the overarching vision for the McCall. 

Based on public comment, the vision is separated into five general themes: Our 

Character, Our Economy, Our Connections, Our Streets, and Our Pathways. 

Our Character and Our Economy are themes specific to the Comprehensive 

Plan update, while Our Streets and Our Pathways are themes specific to the 

Transportation Master Plan. Our Connections overlaps and connects the two 

documents. 

Our Character focuses on land use and development patterns, historic 

preservation, culture, and community design. 

Our Economy focuses on aspects of a livable community as one that has diverse 

housing options, is economically sustainable, and is inclusive for all. 

Our Connections focuses on connections in and around McCall through 

transportation, such as vehicles and bicycles, as well as connections to nature 

and play through parks and recreation system. 

Our Streets focuses on street circulation and infrastructure. 

Our Pathways focuses on McCall’s system of pathways and pedestrian amenities. 
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Our Vision
McCall is a diverse, small town united to maintain 

a safe, clean, healthy and attractive environment. 

It is a friendly, progressive community that is 

affordable and sustainable. 
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No thing was ever achieved 

without enthusiasm.

Ralph Waldo Emerson

“

”
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Our Character
Encourage the mountain character that is unique to 

McCall, representing a small town feel, while highlighting 

the natural setting and a quality built environment.
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1. Protect and preserve McCall’s crown jewel, Payette Lake, water and air resources, 

natural areas, and the scenic beauty of the region.

2. Utilize unique development tools to create a transition in  

density and provide open space. 

3. Enhance and protect public access to nature, including Payette Lake and River,  

the downtown waterfront, parks, and green space.

4. Preserve the character of McCall, placing special emphasis on the scale, layout, 

uses, and design of buildings and public spaces. 

5. Create a logical growth boundary that represents McCall’s direct area of influence.

6. Celebrate the culture of McCall and creativity of residents through public art. 

7. Honor the strong sense of pride in the City’s history  

and heritage throughout McCall. 

8. Emphasize residents’ quality of life through a balanced strategy that considers the 

needs of the various constituencies (full-time, visitors, and second homeowners). 
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Our Economy
Support local businesses, entrepreneurship, and 

recreational tourism, while providing a variety of housing 

types to meet varied income levels and stages of life.
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1. Ensure a strong and sustainable year-round economy of local businesses. 

2. Strengthen the year-round economy with the addition of conference facilities and 

boutique hotel venues. 

3. Anchor the economy with a healthy, vibrant downtown that supports the diverse 

economic and employment needs of local residents.

4. Create a cultural, civic, and transportation focal point at downtown’s center to 

stimulate community pride, efficient community services, and economic vibrancy.

5. Develop a flourishing community of arts and culture through institutions, public 

installations, fairs/festivals, and an amphitheater.

6. Foster small businesses and emerging industries by developing incubator spaces. 

7. Increase broadband capacity to support existing businesses and to encourage new 

small business and telecommuting industries. 

8. Support a variety of housing opportunities to allow people to live and work in McCall, 

and to provide affordable opportunities for low- to middle-income employees, seniors, 

and persons with special needs.

9. Advocate for the health and wellness of residents through continued, enhanced, and 

expanded access to healthcare, nutritious food, and active living.

10. Expand educational enrichment programs for youth, and continuing education for 

adults and seniors, through partnerships with the library and educational institutions. 
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Our Connections 
Foster a sense of exploration and seek to enhance the 

recreational experience and mobility within the City for 

visitors and residents through safe walkable places, diverse 

transportation modes, and efficient transit choices.
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1. Enhance recreational activities through a connected and  

integrated network of open space.

2. Expand parks and recreation facilities to accommodate existing and future growth. 

3. Maintain a broad range of recreation programs and services to meet the needs of a 

diverse population. 

4. Encourage walking, biking, and recreational activities through an easily accessible 

and cohesive transportation system and pathway network.

5. Support and utilize public transportation, both within McCall and to the 

surrounding cities in the West Central Mountain Region.

6. Support, utilize, and recognize the airport as a contributor to McCall’s economy, 

tourism, transportation system, and as a unique asset connecting McCall to Idaho 

cities, backcountry, and beyond.

7. Commit to walking, biking, transit, and new types of streets to improve  

resident and visitor mobility.

8. Create a branded way-finding system along trails, pathways,  

and throughout the city. 
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Our Streets
Support an efficient circulation system that contains well-

maintained and diverse street types that allow for ease of 

traffic flow and provide comfort and safety in all seasons.
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1. Recognize the benefit of functional and high quality streets for improved regional 

connectivity, economic development, and health. 

2. Create diverse, context-sensitive street types by  

considering the adjacent land uses.

3. Efficiently use public funds to keep streets in good repair  

through proactive maintenance practices. 

4. Channel freight traffic to appropriate streets and delivery areas.

5. Create a series of parking lots and decks within walking distance of downtown’s 

amenities with easy to understand way-finding.

6. Create appropriate gateways in to the City of McCall that represent its unique charm. 

7. Efficiently move vehicles through the city by retrofitting roads to include medians, 

access control, signal prioritization, and roundabouts.

8. Improve pedestrian safety through enhanced intersection design. 
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Our Pathways
Encourage an accessible and connected pathway system, 

with safe pedestrian and bicycle routes that serve residents 

and visitors.
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1. Establish and enforce sidewalk and bike lane maintenance requirements and 

encourage sidewalk installation where gaps are present.

2. Create pathways along arterial streets when possible, with specific emphasis on 

Highway 55 (Lake Street and 3rd Street).

3. Prioritize pathways that provide links that complete main east-west and north-south 

connections in the McCall Area, as well as a pathway around Payette Lake.

4. Use appropriately designed way-finding signage to navigate  

continuous routes and major destinations. 

5. Invest in a high-quality pedestrian environment, including crossing opportunities and 

appropriate pedestrian amenities, to serve as the foundation for the desired multi-

modal transportation system. 

6. Support the development of a unified snow removal maintenance program as well as 

a pavement management plan for all separated pathways and bike lanes.

7. Encourage the development and maintenance of year-round trails (i.e., Nordic trails, 

water trails through Payette Lake and Payette River).
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The visioning process began with 

community input sessions. The 

following questions were asked: 

• What do you love about McCall? 

• What would you change? 

• What are your big ideas for the 

future?

The responses were compiled to 

create to a community-supported 

vision. A diverse variety of residents, 

businesses, public agencies, non-

profits, community groups, and 

visitors were engaged. While many 

of the values identified in the 2007 

plan were reaffirmed, some new ideas 

emerged. The result of this phase 

included identification of key values 

and developing a community-based 

vision. In tandem with each event or 

workshop there were supporting online 

surveys and questionnaires, which 

contributed a response rates nearing 

1,000 participants and counting.

The process provided an opportunity 

for the community and visitors to voice 

their values, describe pressing needs, 

and prioritize opportunities. A range of 

events were held to engage all types of 

respondents: kids, teenagers, families, 

locals, second homeowners, and 

visitors were given an opportunity to 

participate. Representation of different 

groups was balanced due to the 

number of tools used.  Key highlights 

of the outreach are described on the 

following pages. 

Activities included attendance 

at numerous community events; 

presentations to schools, community 

groups, and committees; and 

personal interviews. The purpose 

of the Vision In Motion engagement 

was to be fun so participants were 

encouraged to be playful and open-

minded.  Giveaways such as frisbees, 

drink cozies, temporary tattoos, and 

brochures, all featuring the project 

logo and/or website, were distributed 

at community events. This inspired 

optimism and a freedom to unveil new 

and innovative ideas that may not have 

otherwise been suggested. The result 

was a series of statements that, when 

combined with McCall’s values, helped 

create the foundation for the Vision.

OUR 

STRATEGIES

OUR CHOICESOUR FUTUREOUR VISION

OUR 

FOUNDATION

The McCall In Motion Process

Development of a Vision In Motion

OUR PROCESS
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A Community Driven Vision

The process for McCall In Motion not only engages the entire community, but embraces McCall’s  history, 

culture, and environment. The plans will build upon and integrate former planning efforts, and define 

measurable and realistic implementation strategies to achieve the community’s vision. The process 

strengthens the McCall community and builds consensus among different groups—property owners, 

business owners, non-profits, public agencies, community groups, residents, and other stakeholders. 

McCall City Council
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Celebratory Kickoff Event

The McCall Area Comprehensive Plan 

Update and Transportation Master Plan 

processes were launched at the Winter 

Carnival parade with the main purpose of 

raising awareness and excitement of the 

planning effort. 

Location: Citywide

Intended audience: General Public, 

Visitors

Community Listening Sessions

Over three days, the community had the 

opportunity to sign up for a one-on-one 

30 minutes interview with the planning 

team. The intent was for the project 

team to get to know the community and 

identify common themes and preliminary 

values. 

Location: The HUB, Public Library,  

Bistro 45

Intended audience: Community Groups, 

Public Agencies, Decision Makers, 

Business Owners, Realtors, General Public

Chalk It Up, McCall – What Moves 

you About McCall?

Chalkboards were placed throughout 

McCall. The Chalkboards asked residents, 

“What moves you?” about McCall. The 

Chalk It Up outreach was intended to be 

fun, but also to reach people who may not 

otherwise participate in a conversations 

with a planning team member. 

Location: Citywide

Intended audience: General Public

Vision In Motion Events

Rise and Share Committee 

Appreciation Breakfast

Members of city advisory groups, McCall 

Area Planning and Zoning, McCall 

Redevelopment Agency, City Council, 

and County Commission attended 

an appreciation breakfast focused on 

visioning and opportunities for McCall. 

Participants had the opportunity to share 

what they love about McCall and what 

they value for the future. 

Location: City Hall

Intended audience: City Committee and 

Governing Boards

Tagline Youth Contest

High School students participated in a 

contest to brand the plan and develop a 

tagline. 

Location: McCall-Donnelly HS

Intended audience: High School Students
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4th of July, Chalk It Up

The McCall In Motion Chalk It Up event, 

held in conjunction with the 4th of July 

McCall Lakeside Liberty Fest, provided 

attendees the opportunity to get creative 

with chalk art and related activities while 

continuing to invite residents and visitors 

to engage in the visioning process.

Location: Lakeside Liberty Festival

Intended audience: General Public, 

Visitors

Creating a Vision Open House

Community members visited with the 

project team at the McCall Public Library 

at two public open house events to 

refine the vision for McCall. Participants 

were asked what the love about McCall, 

reviewed draft vision statements, and 

shared their thoughts on preliminary big 

ideas and opportunities. 

Location: Public Library

Intended audience: General Public 

Roseberry Music Festival

The project team set up a tent at 

Roseberry Music Festival to present Draft 

Vision and to confirm that each vision 

theme encompassed the community’s 

values. Location: Roseberry

Intended audience: General Public

Informational Presentations

As a way to engage specific stakeholder 

groups, the project team gave 

presentations explaining the visioning 

process and comprehensive plan process. 

Guests had the opportunity to complete 

the Community Choices survey tailored to 

their areas of expertise. 

Location: City Hall

Intended audience: Boards and 

Commissions, Stormwater Training 

attendees, Rotary Club, Payette Forest 

Coalition, McCall Area Chamber of 

Commerce ‘Business After Hours’, 

Airport Advisory Committee, and McCall 

Redevelopment Agency

Community Resource Fair

The project team set up at the 

Community Resource Fair to present 

preliminary vision themes and to confirm 

that each vision theme encompassed the 

community’s values. 

Location: Alpine Village

Intended audience: Kids and Families
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Outreach

The	small	town,	mountain	character

Access	to	nature-based	amenitiesAbundance	of	recreation	opportunities

Excellent	healthcare	system

Family	friendly

Renowned	K-12	Education	system

Strong	local	business	presence

Community	events

Other

Multi-modal	transportation	options

Strong	arts/	culture

Housing	affordability

Restaurant	options

Diverse	job	opportunities

Inadequate	infrastructure

Affordability

Housing	options	(price	or	type)

Job	growth/opportunities

Traffic	congestion

Population	growth

Conflicting	land	use	types

Other

Entertainment	options

Healthy	food	options

Higher	education	opportunities

Restaurant/Retail	options

Public	education	system

Senior	housing

The	small	town,	mountain	character

Access	to	nature-based	amenitiesAbundance	of	recreation	opportunities

Excellent	healthcare	system

Family	friendly

Renowned	K-12	Education	system

Strong	local	business	presence

Community	events

Other

Multi-modal	transportation	options

Strong	arts/	culture

Housing	affordability

Restaurant	options

Diverse	job	opportunities

Inadequate	infrastructure

Affordability

Housing	options	(price	or	type)

Job	growth/opportunities

Traffic	congestion

Population	growth

Conflicting	land	use	types

Other

Entertainment	options

Healthy	food	options

Higher	education	opportunities

Restaurant/Retail	options

Public	education	system

Senior	housing

WHAT ARE THE TOP 3 THINGS YOU LOVE ABOUT MCCALL?

WHAT ARE THE TOP 3 CONCERNS YOU HAVE ABOUT MCCALL?
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Chalkboard Locations

Chalkboard Layers

Chalkboards

Municipal Boundary

River

Lakes

Road Lables

Roads

0 0.25 0.50.125
Miles

1 - Albertsons
2 - Crusty's
3 - McCall Public Library
4 - Alpine Village
5 - KB Burrito
6 - McCall Area Chamber
7 - Centennial Plaza
8 - Bistro 45
9 - Salmon River Brewery
10 - Mountain Java
11 - Broken Horn Brewery
12 - Ridey's
13 - Idaho First Bank

P a y e t t e  L a k eP a y e t t e  L a k e

Chalkboards were placed at key locations to ask participants what moves them about McCall!

Chalk it up McCall!
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BUILDING OUR  
VISION

The Community Vision was inspired by McCall’s places 

and values and refined by the community. Protecting the 

intangible qualities that collectively encompass McCall 

and celebrating the City’s historic significance have been 

essential to the visioning effort. The goal has been to create 

a vision of how McCall should look in future years, how the 

community moves and connects with the environment, how 

development will be managed to achieve that outlook, and 

how the City will evolve to meet future needs.
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Set between forested mountains and the shores of Payette Lake,  McCall buzzes with 

activity as residents enjoy water sports, hiking, dining, skiing, and sunshine. 

Our Places 
McCall is part of a magnificent landscape that is the backbone of the community. The combination of Payette Lake, the 

mountain and ridgeline horizons, forested hillsides, glacial moraines, Payette River, and other landscape features provide 

both a beautiful setting and strong identity to the area. McCall’s natural places are a key component of what makes McCall 

great, and provide the foundation for the community vision. 

Key places of significance highlighted by the public during the Vision In Motion phase include: 

Payette Lake and Shoreline - Commonly referred to as the “Crown Jewel” of McCall, Payette Lake is the centerpiece of 

activity. The first glimpse of Payette Lake when entering downtown McCall leaves a lasting impression on anyone who has 

visited. It has limitless recreation opportunities and memorable beauty. Numerous City waterfront parks like Davis Beach, 

Brown Park, Legacy Park, Art Roberts Park, Rotary Park, as well as Ponderosa State Park and regional trail systems are 

highlighted as areas of community importance.

Downtown - Known as the heart of the City, McCall’s downtown is an essential component of the City, providing a 

gathering place for the community and a sense of arrival for visitors. Downtown hosts a mix of uses including commercial, 

institutional, civic, and residential. McCall’s unique downtown is bustling but quaint and still retains its small-town 

atmosphere. Many residents reported the desire to update downtown’s buildings and services, while keeping the historic 

character. 

Surrounding Wilderness - Beyond the lake and City limits is a magnificent resource of forests, pristine river canyons, 

and rugged mountains. McCall is a gateway to the Frank Church River of No Return Wilderness – the second largest 

designated federal wilderness area in the Lower 48. 

Payette River National Scenic Byway - The most renowned asset within the transportation system is the Payette River 

National Scenic Byway (SH55), a north/south trending highway running through the region that connects the Boise area to 

the West Central Mountains. The route, along with US Highway 95 in Meadows Valley, are critical not only to the regional 

transportation network, but for the tourism industry. 
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Our Values
The enthusiasm towards community engagement and passion of local residents was evident in the responses received 

during the community vision process. The following is a summary of residents and visitors shared values. It does not include 

every value mentioned, but attempts to summarize shared values that were mentioned most frequently. 

The Mountain Character and Small Town Feel

In the Community Choices survey, the number one value for residents and visitors is the mountain character and small 

town feel of McCall. McCall is a unique little-big town; it offers availability of activities similar to a larger community while 

retaining the character and small-town feel. The character is defined by the natural setting, open space, agricultural lands, 

air and water quality, community events, and character of the built environment. These aspects are a priority for McCall 

residents to preserve, but also highlight. Buildings, streets, and public places should exhibit creative, high quality design 

that exceeds code and is appropriately scaled to McCall’s small, mountain town setting.

Access to Natural Resources and Abundance of Recreation Amenities

Access to natural-based amenities and an abundance of recreational opportunities were ranked second and third in the top 

reported values for McCall. These features are part of what make McCall a thriving destination and place to live. Although 
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recreation activities and access to Payette Lake 

and River should be protected, residents also value 

environmental protection. The community embraces 

environmental sustainability by managing the impact 

on the environment, including water and air quality, 

wildlife, soundscape, the natural landscape and trees. 

The saying used by one resident to illustrate this point 

was, “Don’t kill the goose that laid the golden egg.” 

A Family-Friendly Place

Residents and visitors think of McCall as a place 

for families, and value that quality for the future. 

Participants want to see family-friendly businesses 

located downtown, as well as additional recreational 

programing that accommodates families at local parks. 

Healthy Living

McCall residents value a safe, clean, and healthy community. They support expanding health infrastructure, education, 

and wellbeing initiatives. According to a press release from the State of Idaho Central District Health Department, the 

population is active and healthy, ranking 6th in the nation in health outcomes. McCall residents are proud of the local 

healthcare system. Residents noted that for such a small city, they have the healthcare services of a large metropolitan area. 

An Intellectual Community

Participants value opportunities for personal fulfillment and programs for arts, entertainment, and skill development. 

Intellectual activities are important to the community moving forward. McCall has a renowned K-12 education system and 

it is important to residents that the education system is supported. The community desires harnessing partnerships with 

McCall College, Boise State University, and the University of Idaho McCall Outdoor Science School for continuing education. 

The desire to expand the public library was frequently mentioned, as well as the need for a performance venue to house 

music and cultural events. Public art should be supported, and programs should continue reach all ages and ability levels. 
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What should be 
improved?
Pedestrian Amenities and 

Pathways

There is an overwhelmingly strong 

desire by the public to invest in pathway 

and sidewalk connections. Specific 

locations were 

mentioned and 

recorded, but the 

desire seems to 

encompass the 

entire McCall 

area. 

Economic 

Diversification and Job Growth

Residents are concerned with 

the seasonality of the economy. 

Participants advocated for professional 

employment opportunities and 

other stable, year-round employment 

opportunities to stabilize the economy. 

Participants were keenly aware of the 

need to address increasing housing 

costs and community livability as part 

of a long term economic diversification 

strategy. It is important to residents 

that entrepreneurship is encouraged, 

and maintaining and encouraging a 

strong local business presence. 

Infrastructure and Transportation

Deficient infrastructure was a top concern reported by the 

public. Residents placed importance on streets, sidewalk, 

and municipal services network that will sustain the growing 

population. Solutions to traffic congestion and condition 

of current roads, as well as ensuring safe conditions in all 

seasons, were of particular importance to the community. 

Concerns reported ranged from the need to improve 

winter driving conditions to diverting truck traffic around 

downtown. Although many participants mentioned the 

need for traffic signals, the desire to keep transportation 

decisions in-line with community character was strong. 

Housing

To support the sense of community in McCall, residents 

want those who work in the city to be able to afford to 

live in the city. The lack of diversified housing, in both type 

and price, was noted as a great concern for the McCall 

community. Currently, there is little affordable housing to 

support the workforce. Diversified housing options should 

support this demand. 
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16

1,000+

394

576

Outreach OppOrtunities

event participants

Online survey users

unique Website visits

• McCall is a family-

friendly community.

• 92.2% identify as 

white-alone.

• 43.7% of residents are 

married.

• Majority of McCall 

jobs are in the service 

sector.

• The secondary school 

system is one of the 

best in the state.

• The population is 

more educated in 

comparison with the 

State of Idaho and the 

rest of the nation.

• The region is grounded 

in a culture of “giving 

back,” where residents 

donate thousands of 

hours annually toward 

strengthening their 

community. 

• The population is active 

and healthy, ranking 

6th in the nation in 

health outcomes.

• 70% of housing units 

are second homes.

Numbers as of July 17, 2016
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MOVING  
FORWARD

The Vision embodies the expectations and the potential 

of McCall’s community, and directs how the future built 

and natural environment is planned and designed. The 

next step is to establish the Plans’ policies and projects 

based on the foundation provided in this document. A 

thoughtful, deliberate combination of large and small 

projects, fresh programs, and new partnerships will lead to 

an implementable planning strategy.

Now is the Time! 
Now is the time to put your mark on McCall In Motion! As the 

process moves forward, it is important that the community 

continues to be involved. Make sure that your thoughts and 

ideas are heard. Jump into online discussions, at http://www.

mccallcompplan2016.com/, join your friends and neighbors 

at public meetings, and share opinions in surveys and at 

open houses. 

We value your opinions and look to include your ideas in 

the future of our city as a part of the Comprehensive Plan 

Update and Transportation Master Plan.

facebook.com/cityofmccall 

www.mccallcompplan2016.com 

twitter.com/cityofmccall

http://www.mccallcompplan2016.com/
http://www.mccallcompplan2016.com/
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